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A central unresolved issue in evolutionary biology is how meta-
bolic innovations emerge. Low-level enzymatic side activities are
frequent and can potentially be recruited for new biochemical
functions. However, the role of such underground reactions in
adaptation toward novel environments has remained largely
unknown and out of reach of computational predictions, not least
because these issues demand analyses at the level of the entire
metabolic network. Here, we provide a comprehensive computa-
tional model of the underground metabolism in Escherichia coli.
Most underground reactions are not isolated and 45% of them can
be fully wired into the existing network and form novel pathways
that produce key precursors for cell growth. This observation
allowed us to conduct an integrated genome-wide in silico and
experimental survey to characterize the evolutionary potential
of E. coli to adapt to hundreds of nutrient conditions. We revealed
that underground reactions allow growth in new environments
when their activity is increased. We estimate that at least ∼20%
of the underground reactions that can be connected to the exist-
ing network confer a fitness advantage under specific environ-
ments. Moreover, our results demonstrate that the genetic basis
of evolutionary adaptations via underground metabolism is com-
putationally predictable. The approach used here has potential for
various application areas from bioengineering to medical genetics.
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How do new molecular pathways evolve? In the best-studiedmolecular networks, small-molecule metabolism, the pre-
vailing paradigm is that new pathways are patched together from
preexisting enzymes borrowed from different parts of the net-
work (1–3). Central to this “patchwork” model of pathway evo-
lution is the notion that many enzymes have limited substrate
specificities and can catalyze, albeit at low rates, reactions other
than those for which they have evolved (also referred to as en-
zyme promiscuity) (4). These so-called underground (5) or side
activities are prevalent (6–8) and were shown to serve as starting
points for the evolution of novel functions both in directed
evolution experiments (9) and in the diversification of gene
families in the wild (7). However, how the underground catalytic
repertoire encoded in the genome can generate novelties within
the context of the existing metabolic network remains unknown.
Do underground reactions remain isolated, or can they poten-
tially be wired into the native network and allow the organism to
survive in novel environments? Furthermore, would it be possible
to computationally predict the genetic basis of phenotypic evolu-
tion based on a detailed knowledge of the organism’s underground
metabolism? Answering these questions requires both large-scale
data on underground enzyme activities and systems-level ap-
proaches to analyze metabolic capabilities. Although systematic
detection of underground activities by unbiased high-throughput
approaches is not feasible at present, the accumulated knowledge
of enzyme biochemistry in the well-studied prokaryote Escherichia
coli provides a valuable resource of such nonnative enzyme
activities (10). Thus, to explore the architecture of underground
metabolism and its evolutionary potential, we compiled a com-
prehensive set of experimentally reported side activities of E. coli
enzymes and integrated these reactions into a global metabolic
network reconstruction of the same organism (11). Analysis of this
extended network revealed that a substantial fraction of un-
derground reactions can be fully integrated into the existing me-
tabolism and participate in potential pathways that produce key
precursors for cell growth. Using metabolic modeling, we then
predicted specific environmental conditions under which such bi-
ologically relevant underground reactions confer a growth ad-
vantage, and hence deliver a phenotypic novelty. Our analyses
revealed that the set of known underground reactions has a sig-
nificant potential both to increase fitness in existing environments
and to exploit new nutrient sources. A genome-wide gene over-
expression screen across hundreds of carbon sources showed
a good agreement with the model’s predictions, which illustrates
that the genetic basis of phenotypic novelties can be predicted
based on the knowledge of underground metabolism.
Results
Reconstructing the Underground Metabolic Network of E. coli. To
reconstruct a global metabolic network of E. coli that also
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incorporates underground reactions, we collected information
for each E. coli enzyme on catalytic activities that have been
detected in vitro and involve nonnative substrates (i.e., metab-
olites not considered as primary substrates of the enzyme) by
database and literature mining (Materials and Methods). Alto-
gether, we compiled 262 underground reactions and 277 novel
compounds not present in the native network (Fig. 1 A and B and
Dataset S1). Two analyses suggest that the assembled un-
derground reactions occur at very low rates in E. coli, and hence
they conceptually differ from enzyme multispecificity (12), where
several reactions are catalyzed with similar efficiency (4). First,
side reactions are catalyzed with significantly lower catalytic ef-
ficiency (kcat/Km) than native reactions of the same enzymes
(∼220-fold pairwise difference, P < 0.001, Fig. 1C and SI Ap-
pendix, Table S1). Second, by compiling data from the E. coli
Metabolome Database (13) (Materials and Methods), we found
that metabolites introduced into the network via underground
activities only are strongly underrepresented among empirically
observed metabolites (22% versus 81% for native metabolites, P <
10−15, Fig. 1D; other metabolomics datasets yielded similar results,
SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This suggests that these novel metabolites
are either absent or present at very low abundances in the cell,
hence remaining physiologically irrelevant. Because underground
reactions occur at very low rates, they are unlikely to have es-
sential roles in the wild-type background. Nevertheless, these side
activities could potentially be enhanced by adaptive mutations (4)
and thus provide raw material for network expansion.
Underground Reactions Can Often Be Wired into the Native Network.
In principle, novel biochemical reactions can introduce cross-
wirings, create dead-ends, or remain isolated from the rest of the
metabolic network (Fig. 2A). Our reconstruction suggests that
enzyme side activities most often create cross-wirings: Forty-five
percent of underground reactions can be fully connected to the
network (see Fig. 1B for examples), and only 22% of them are
completely isolated from native metabolism. What factors in-
fluence the network positions of cross-wiring underground
reactions? Side activities are most frequently caused by substrate
ambiguity (14), that is, when an enzyme catalyzes the same
transformation on multiple structurally related substrates. This
chemical constraint indeed yields nonrandom positioning at the
network level: Native and underground activities of the same
enzyme tend to participate in the same metabolic subsystem and
are separated by fewer reaction steps than expected by chance
(P < 10−4 and P = 0.0066, respectively, Fig. 2 B and C; also see SI
Appendix, Fig. S2). Importantly, this result is based on a subset of
the underground network that comes from a systematic substrate
specificity screen (6) and hence is not distorted by potential in-
vestigation bias (Materials and Methods).
Underground Reactions Potentially Contribute to Biologically Relevant
Pathways Akin to Native Ones. The observation that many un-
derground reactions can be wired into the native network raises
the question of their potential biological relevance. Do they have
pathway-level properties akin to native ones, and can they po-
tentially contribute to the formation of key precursors needed
for growth (biomass components)? We used elementary flux
mode (EFM) analysis (15) to investigate these questions. EFM
is a mathematical approach to decompose the network into
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Fig. 1. Reconstruction and validation of the E. coli underground metabolic network. (A) Schematic overview of the reconstruction process. Underground
enzyme reactions were added to the native iAF1260 metabolic reconstruction of E. coli using the BRENDA (10) database and literature information. (B)
Example of integrating underground reactions (red arrows) into the native network (gray arrows) as demonstrated in three interconnected amino acid
metabolism pathways. Cofactors and small molecules (H2O, CO2, etc.) are not shown. Numbers next to the arrows denote the Enzyme Commission numbers
associated with the corresponding reactions. (C) Distribution of the relative catalytic efficiency between native and underground substrates of the same
enzyme (logarithm of the ratio between the kcat/Km values of the native and underground substrates). Red line represents equal catalytic efficiency. See also SI
Appendix, Table S1. (D) Number of native and underground metabolites that are present/absent in the E. coliMetabolome Database (13). The difference is highly
significant (P < 10−15, Fisher’s exact test). Underground metabolites are defined as those that are consumed and/or produced by underground reactions only.
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biochemically relevant pathways that can operate in steady state
from nutrient uptake to biomass component production. A sam-
pling of such elementary paths showed that all underground
reactions that can be fully wired into the native network and can
carry flux in standard glucose medium also take part in at least one
biomass-forming pathway. The chemical yields and lengths of
pathways formed by native and underground reactions of the same
enzyme are comparable to each other in standard glucose medium
(Fig. 2 D and E). Taken together, a substantial fraction of the
known underground catalytic repertoire of E. coli can be seam-
lessly integrated into the existing network and participate in bi-
ologically potentially relevant pathways.
However, the fact that underground reactions occur at very
low rates suggests that they have not been exploited by evolution
so far. Why should this be so? This issue is relevant because
tradeoffs between novel and existing enzymatic functions are
generally weak (4, 9) and can be readily resolved by gene du-
plication (16). We consider two alternative hypotheses to resolve
this issue. First, underground reactions might interfere with
existing processes (17) and are therefore disfavored by selection.
Second, underground reactions might endow the cell with novel
capabilities, but only under specific environmental conditions
that the population has not regularly encountered during its
evolutionary history.
No Evidence for the Detrimental Nature of Underground Reactions.
To test whether underground reactions tend to introduce
harmful metabolites, we focused on metabolite toxicity, which
has been implicated in the interference between a novel pathway
and native metabolism (17). Toxicity of metabolites, as measured
by IC50 values (half maximum inhibitory concentration), were
predicted using a chemoinformatics tool trained on data mea-
suring the susceptibility of E. coli against a diverse set of
chemicals (18). Our analysis revealed no significant difference in
toxicity between novel compounds introduced by underground
reactions and native compounds associated with the same
enzymes (P = 0.81, Fig. 3A). Thus, metabolite-induced damage is
unlikely to pose a general limit on network expansion. A second
possibility is that activation of underground reactions would in-
cur a fitness cost by diverting metabolites from existing biomass-
producing pathways. To address this scenario, we applied the
EDGE algorithm (19), which identifies metabolic reactions that
decrease growth when enforced to be active (i.e., higher flux).
We found no support for this scenario: Underground reactions
are not more likely to decrease growth when enforced to be
active compared with native nonessential reactions of the same
enzymes (P = 0.22; Materials and Methods).
Predicting the Adaptive Potential of Underground Metabolism. To
test the impact of underground reactions on adaptation to spe-
cific environments we first systematically predicted growth phe-
notypes using flux balance analysis (FBA) (20) across a diverse
set of environments. FBA is a modeling approach for analyzing
metabolite flows from nutrient uptake toward production of
metabolites in large-scale metabolic networks without the need
for enzyme kinetic information. This modeling framework has
been shown to be successful in predicting the growth capacity of
wild-type E. coli across nutrient conditions and the viability of
single-gene disruptions (11). The set of 2,754 environments de-
fined here encompasses the complete range of carbon, nitrogen,
sulfur, and phosphorus sources that can be imported into the
network (Dataset S2) and thereby represents a comprehensive
sample of the external nutrient space. As a baseline, we report
that the native E. coli network shows in silico growth in 645 of
these environments (Dataset S2). Next, we predicted the nutrient
utilization profile for a metabolic network extended with all
cross-wiring underground reactions. We note that because FBA
seeks the most optimal flux distribution a larger network is ex-
pected to display slightly more optimal behavior under most
conditions (i.e., pathways with somewhat higher biomass pro-
duction can potentially be found in larger networks). To avoid
such artifacts, we only considered fitness gains that are of at least
5% (Materials and Methods). The exhaustive list of investigated
conditions enabled the identification of 19 otherwise non-
utilizable nutrients on which the underground network allowed
growth, hence introducing an innovation (21), and a further 31
environments where it provides a clear quantitative growth ad-
vantage (Dataset S2; see Fig. 3B for in silico fitness gains
detected in aerobic carbon sources). Remarkably, incorporating
the set of cross-wiring underground reactions into the native
metabolic network increased its reaction content by 10.8% (i.e.,
from 1,257 to 1,393 intracellular reactions capable of carrying
a flux) while concurrently expanding its scope of utilizable
nutrients by 2.9% (from 645 to 664), underscoring the innovative
potential of underground metabolism.
Next, we determined which underground reactions contribute
to these novelties (Materials and Methods). We found that ∼15%
of cross-wiring underground reactions confer an advantage when
added individually to the network (Fig. 3B), and a further 5% do
so in combination with other underground activities (Dataset
S2). Furthermore, ∼11% contributed to metabolic innovations
by increasing the scope of utilizable nutrients. In summary, these
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simulations suggest that an important fraction of the biochemi-
cally feasible evolutionary raw material in E. coli could poten-
tially contribute to adaptation to novel nutrient environments
with respect to growth.
Genome-Wide Experimental Screen Identifies Novel Phenotypes
Conferred by Underground Activities. To experimentally assess
the role of underground reactions in adaptation to nutrient
environments we performed an in vivo genome-wide screen to
identify genes that enable growth on a new carbon source when
strongly overexpressed. Our approach rests on the assumption
that amplification of a single underground activity can confer
a new phenotype under specific conditions. Indeed, strong gene
overexpression through the viral promoter and high-copy plas-
mid that we apply here (typically three to four orders of mag-
nitude increase in protein level; see SI Appendix) has been
previously used to identify underground activities that provide
metabolic suppression (22, 23). Following an established pro-
tocol (22, 24), a pooled collection of every E. coli ORF cloned
into an expression vector (25) was tested for the provision of
growth advantage in a large array of diverse carbon sources
(∼4,300 ORFs in 194 conditions; see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 for
a workflow). Following verification, we identified 17 ORFs
whose overexpression improved growth in at least one of 17
specific carbon sources (9% of the investigated conditions; Table
1, Dataset S3, and SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Importantly, more than
half of these novel growth phenotypes were conferred by en-
zyme-encoding genes with underground activities that are either
biochemically already described for the corresponding E. coli
enzyme or hypothesized based on reaction chemistry or evidence
from orthologous enzymes (Fig. 4A; for more details see Dataset
S4). Furthermore, six of these enzymes not only improved
growth but also produced a metabolic innovation in one of the
five carbon sources where wild-type E. coli was unable to grow
(Fig. 4A). We therefore estimate that amplifying single un-
derground enzyme activities expands the scope of utilizable
carbon sources by ∼6% in this species (from 85 to 90 of the
carbon sources experimentally tested here). This figure is ex-
pected to substantially underestimate the true evolutionary
potential of underground metabolism in nutrient adaptations
for at least four reasons. First, our screen captures only those
innovations that can be accessed by increasing the activity of
a single underground reaction. In principle, phenotypic novelties
might also rely on multistep pathways and hence would go un-
detected in our screen. Indeed, our in silico screen identified
three environments in which more than one underground re-
action is jointly needed to confer a fitness benefit (Dataset S2).
Second, underground activities with relatively modest beneficial
effects might remain undetected in our assay. For example, there
must be a lower threshold for fitness gains that is necessary for
a clone within the pool of overexpression strains to overgrow the
negative control. Third, overexpression is unlikely to cover the
full dynamic range within which mutations can increase the cat-
alytic efficiency of underground activities in nature. Finally, it is
also possible that an underground activity with a potential fitness
advantage remains silent because some of the required native
reactions are unavailable for regulatory reasons.
Experimentally Determined Metabolic Novelties Show Good Agreement
with in Silico Predictions. Computational predictions and results of
the genome-wide survey showed a highly significant overlap (P <
10−13, SI Appendix, Table S2). In particular, modeling successfully
predicted 44% of the carbon sources that can be used by the
amplification of enzyme side activities (Fig. 4). For example,
D-lyxose occurs rarely in nature (26) and wild-type E. coli is unable
to degrade it. Our model predicts that establishing a pathway to use
this nutrient only requires a single metabolic reaction, the side
activity of mannose isomerase (YihS). Our experimental screen
confirms that only the overexpression of yihS, but not of other
genes, enables growth on D-lyxose. Novel metabolic phenotypes
missed by our model are related to catalytic functions that have not
been described in E. coli (Dataset S4), revealing that several un-
derground reactions are yet to be discovered. Finally, we note that
repeating the computational predictions using a reconstruction
based on a more recent version of the E. coli native network (27)
also yielded highly significant prediction accuracy (P < 10−7; see SI
Appendix, Table S3 for details).
Discussion
The specificity of enzymes is inherently limited and the catalytic
side activities stemming from this imperfection are thought to
provide the raw material for the evolution of novel enzymatic
functions (4). However, a hitherto uncharacterized portion of the
catalytic raw material might be isolated from the rest of the
metabolic network, produce harmful metabolites (17), or only
contribute to the formation of pathways that are redundant with
existing network parts (23). Because such underground activities
are unlikely to contribute directly to adaptive novelties at the
phenotypic level, they may never be realized by evolution. Our
study attempts to systematically assess the biological relevance
and evolutionary potential of underground reactions within the
context of the entire metabolic network. We report that known
underground reactions of E. coli can often be integrated into the
native metabolic network and contribute to pathways producing
precursors for cellular growth, with efficiencies comparable to
native ones. Furthermore, as opposed to a previous case study
(17), we found no evidence that underground reactions have
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Fig. 3. Functional consequences of introducing underground reactions into
the native network. (A) Metabolite toxicity. The plot shows the distribution
of the pairwise differences in predicted IC50 between existing native and
novel underground metabolites of the same enzymes. The vertical red line
indicates the null expectation of no difference. P = 0.81, Wilcoxon rank-sum
test (see Materials and Methods for details). (B) Heat map of in silico fitness
advantages gained by adding single underground activities to the native
network across different nutrient conditions. Only aerobic carbon sources
are depicted here. Bright green squares indicate innovation, that is, utili-
zation of a nutrient on which the native network showed no growth at all
(i.e., fitness was zero). We note that u0192, although not being innovative
under aerobic carbon sources, allows growth on L-arginine as a sole carbon
source under anaerobic condition.
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a tendency to introduce harmful intermediates into the network
or divert resources from growth-supporting pathways.
We found strong computational and experimental support
for the notion that evolution can capitalize on underground
reactions both to enhance growth in existing environments and
to exploit completely novel nutrient sources. Furthermore, our in
silico results suggest that the known underground repertoire of
E. coli enzymes can substantially increase the range of utilizable
carbon sources available to this organism (i.e., an ∼11% increase
in network size expands the scope of available nutrients by ∼3%).
We speculate that the contribution of underground metabolism
to adaptation to new environments might be even more pro-
nounced in eukaryotes, where metabolic network expansion by
means of horizontal gene transfer has a less prevalent role com-
pared with bacteria (28).
Underground metabolism could be exploited for additional
functions beyond using novel nutrients for cellular growth. First,
because many underground reactions generate a cross-wiring
between existing network parts, these reactions might allow the
network to react rapidly to perturbations in metabolite or en-
zyme concentrations (29). Second, evolution of new pathways via
underground reactions may be important for the production of
novel secondary metabolites (30).
A central challenge of evolutionary systems biology is to pre-
dict the phenotypic effect of mutations and potential routes of
evolution (31, 32). Although important progress has been made
in predicting the fitness effect and epistatic interactions of del-
eterious mutations in large-scale metabolic networks (31), the
genetic basis of adaptive novelties has remained more elusive.
Our work demonstrates that, based on the knowledge of un-
derground metabolism, it is possible to predict both the range of
novel metabolic phenotypes available to an organism in one
mutational step and their genetic bases. Although our present
information on underground metabolism is far from being com-
plete, the overlap between in silico and in vivo identified geno-
type–phenotype pairs (Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Table S2) suggests
that our underground network already covers a significant part of
Table 1. Experimental results of the genome-wide
overexpression screen
Putative mode of action
No. of carbon
sources
Native catalytic activity (pepQ, rihB) 2
Underground catalytic activity(bglB, dmlA, fumA,
fumB, lacZ, leuB, mhpF, rbsK, ybfF, yihS)
9
Regulator of metabolic operon (bglJ) 2
Stress response (sspA, ycgZ) 2
Unknown mechanism (frdD, ygeN) 2
Verified list of ORFs conferring a growth advantage in specific carbon
sources when overexpressed. ORFs are grouped according to the putative
mechanism of fitness gain. See Dataset S3 for more details.
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pairs presented in A. Red curves show the growth of cells overexpressing the predicted ORFs, and the blue one is the negative control (cells harboring the
empty plasmid). Each curve represents the average of three biologically independent replicates and their SE. We note that growth dynamics is variable
between carbon sources, akin to what is observed on native carbon sources (35). (C) Schematic view of central carbon metabolism (gray arrows) with un-
derground reactions (red arrows) that confer a growth advantage on specific carbon sources (yellow highlight) when amplified. Asterisks in A and C denote
cases where the carbon source is channeled into the native network via an underground reaction with indirect evidence. For details, see Dataset S4.
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the catalytic raw material available for short-term adaptation to
novel environments.
Finally, the ability to computationally predict novel pheno-
types based on knowledge of underground reactions also has
important practical implications. For instance, systematic screens
for enzyme side activities coupled with computational modeling
could be used to reveal new pathways for industrially relevant
compounds in new economically attractive growth environments.
In addition, similar approaches might increase our understanding
of the role of catalytic side activities and gain-of-function enzyme
mutations in tumor evolution (33).
Materials and Methods
We reconstructed the underground metabolism of E. coli K-12 MG1655
(hereby termed iRN1260u) by extending the genome-scale metabolic net-
work iAF1260 (11) with weak underground reactions from published ex-
perimental studies based on the BRENDA database (10) and literature
(Datasets S1 and S5). The reconstruction is available as a computational
SBML model (Dataset S6, also downloadable from http://group.szbk.u-szeged.
hu/sysbiol/papp-balazs-lab-resources.html). Reactions were considered as un-
derground reactions if they were listed in the BRENDA “substrate,” but
not in the “natural substrates” section. Each reaction was examined as
a whole for correct stoichiometry (i.e., mass and charge balance). To eval-
uate the correctness of the classification, we examined kinetic efficiency
by kcat and Km values and metabolomics datasets for the occurrence of
metabolites. Samples of elementary flux modes (i.e., minimal steady-state
pathways) containing a reaction of interest were obtained using a modified
algorithm of Kaleta et al. (34). We investigated the toxicity of both native
and underground metabolites using a quantitative structure–activity re-
lationship model developed to predict compound toxicity specifically in
E. coli (EcoliTox web server) (18). The algorithm predicts IC50 based on
molecule structure with high accuracy (R2 = 0.71). We applied FBA (20) to
predict the contribution of underground metabolism to the adaptation
to novel nutrient environments. Predictions were compared with results
from a high-throughput gene-overexpression screen using the ASKA li-
brary (25) across ∼200 carbon sources following the protocol of Soo et al.
(24) with modifications.
Detailed procedures of (i) the reconstruction and evaluation of the E. coli
underground network, (ii) calculation of network distance and shared sub-
systems between native and underground reactions, (iii) identification of
reactions capable of carrying a flux, (iv) elementary flux mode analysis, (v)
metabolite toxicity analysis, (vi) EDGE analysis, and (vii) in silico and exper-
imental surveys to identify novel phenotypes conferred by underground
reactions are described in SI Appendix.
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